
Extended Pricing Integration 

The Need

The Solution

Key Features:

• Export pricing data 

Distribution is typi�ed by intense pricing competition. With pricing competition comes complexity, and often large 
volumes of price records are required to meet the needs of a diverse inventory and a demanding customer base. 

Extended Pricing Integration simpli�es the process with o�-line data management that can be supported by data 
imports and exports that recognize and support the architecture of Dynamics GP Extended Pricing.

The Extended Pricing Integration module 
enables pricing data to be easily exported, 
ideal for organizations that wish to move 
pricing data in and out of Front O�ce.
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• Import pricing data 

The Extended Pricing Integration module 
increases the functionality of Dynamics GP 
Extended Pricing by allowing the import of 
data from outside sources. For example, there 
may be a need to transfer pricing structures 
from an existing system into Dynamics GP. 
The Extended Pricing Integration module 
enables the retention of the integrity of any 
pricing data set up externally to GP by 
importing data from �at �les directly from 
Excel. 
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ABOUT DYNAVISTICS
Dynavistics is an international firm that distributes a 
wide range of enterprise-level software that is easy to 
operate and understand.

Dynavistics will work with your company to develop a 
software and service solution that meets your unique 
needs for growing and managing your business.

PREFERRED PARTNER

m-hance provides m-hancements (formerly known as Trinity Myridas) to 
maximize the value customers realize from their Microsoft Dynamics GP 
investment. m-hance provides business software solutions which enable 
Microsoft Dynamics users to save time, cut costs and increase e�ciency. 
m-hance is one of the largest Microsoft Dynamics partners in the world 
and is recognized as a successful and accredited solutions developer. 
m-hance provides Microsoft partners across 20 di�erent countries with 
integrated software modules. These solutions extend the functionality of 
their clients’ core Dynamics GP application with m-hancements covering 
Distribution, Telesales, Inventory, Procurement, Bank Management, and 
Document Management. 

What It Means For You

• Full compatibility with MBS Extended Pricing

The Extended Pricing Integration module goes far beyond just importing a list of prices into Dynamics GP. Through one 
simple import routine it is possible to import/create Extended Pricing Price Books, Price Sheets (base and non- base), 
Price sheet items and groups, Promotions and Free Item Promotions. 

• Accelerate data take-on 
Pricing can often be one of the most data intensive areas of initial take-on. The Extended Pricing Integration module 
helps to accelerate this process while validating all input data to ensure its integrity. 

• Customer speci�c pricing

Get customer speci�c prices up and running as quickly as possible.  Through the import routine, it is possible to assign 
price books, sheets, etc. direct to customer �les, ensuring that any customer price schemes to import are in place as and 
when they are required. 

• Load new customer deals 
One of the challenges for the team responsible for pricing data management can be to keep up with new deals as they 
are stuck by the sales team o�-line. Using the Import, new prices can be brought straight in so that customers get the 
right price from day one. This brings more satisfaction, less credits, less labor, and fewer mistakes. 


